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INTRODUCTIO N N 

...thee state (...) would be organized around this 

exclusion;;  it would be erected upon this empty place 

orr  installed around it. Typography, Philippe Lacoue-

Labarthe. . 

Itt  is perhaps impossible to speak about that 

Caribbeann republic without reflecting, even if only at 

aa distance, the monumental style of his foremost 

historian,, capitan Jose Korzeniovski. Guayaquil, 

Jorgee Luis Borges. 

.... he loves to utter  sarcasms against the absent, 

doess not read anything other  than French frivolous 

literature ,, is a consummate rider  and dances waltzes 

withwith passion, he likes to hear  himself talk and to 

makee toasts gives him great delight. 

Karll  Marx on Simon Bolivar 

Simonn Bolfvar, 'Liberator '  of Venezuela and four  other  Latin American nations, liked to dance. So 

greatt  was his love of "dancing"  that in a series of instructions for  the education of his nephew 

Fernando,, "possibly"  drafted on Apri l 1821, he did not hesitate to include this activity among those 

usefull  knowledges and skills that, along with "geography,"  "history, "  "calculus"  or  "geometry," 

formm the repertoire of any well-rounded, virtuous education (Bolivar, 1997:240-242). Praising it as 
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"thee poetry of movement," in that occasion Bolivar alluded to dancing's ability to 

bringg grace and fluency to the person while also being a hygienic exercise in the temperate 

climatess (ibid:242).1 

Ann abundance of testimonies suggest that, far from casual or isolated, the above remark is 

characteristicc of the high regard in which all throughout his career Bolivar held dancing. The very 

relishh and intensity with which, whenever he had the chance, Bolivar "plunged into the dance" do 

nott speak otherwise (Harvey, 2000:206). Alluding to his "fondness of waltzing," one contemporary 

forr example referred to him as a "very quick, but not very graceful dancer" (ibid:208). On the other 

hand,, the somewhat 

fantasticc and surreal (...) spectacle of the Liberator waltzing, late into the night, around the 

campfiress of his men (ibid: 169), 

inn Angostura where, for a few agonizing months, he and his troops were temporarily stranded has 

madee it into the records. The city of Angostura, 

withh its picture book Spanish colonial elegance surrounded by inhospitable jungle 

(ibid:: 169) 

mayy have been just the apposite backdrop for the Liberator's agitated dancing. But beyond all 

empiricall  evidence, merely that Bolivar mentioned 'dancing' as forming part of any well rounded 

educationn gives a good idea of the preeminence in which he held this activity. After all, in keeping 

withh his Enlightenment ethos as an avowed Rousseau disciple, as a school of citizenship for 

Bolivarr education formed the bedrock of the virtuous republics that he was busy founding at the 

time. . 

Itt is not dancing however that, for the most part, comes to mind whenever the Liberator is 

11 From now on, all the translations of passages from texts that in the bibliography are cited in the French or Spanish 
originalss are my own. 
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evokedd nowadays. Although in history books fleeting reference is occasionally made to his dancing, 

thiss is not what most Venezuelans have in mind when they think of Bolivar. By and large the 

Bolfvarr  that the public overwhelmingly recalls is the forbiddingl y monumentalized figure made 

popularr  by the nation's civic ritual s and official historiography. Namely, an epic warrior  and austere 

tribun ee of the republic forever  wrapped in his glory and preserved for  posterity in one or  another 

exemplaryy gesture of supreme republican virtue. Reverentially kept for  posterity by both history and 

iconography,, it is with this imposing figure that most Venezuelans identify Bolfvar  nowadays, the 

forbiddingl yy monumentalized persona that for  most of them Bolivar  is ultimately all about. 

Althoughh to a certain extent true everywhere, the success of the "historiographica l operation" 

accordingg to which Bolfvar  has reached posterity forever  frozen in the quintessentially neoclassical 

andd romantic gesture of the monument is especially glaring in Venezuela. Amounting to a 

chiasmaticc exchange between ' and 'iconography' that commands the audience to "read"  the 

Liberator' ss glorious story in his various iconographic representations and to "see"  the heroe's 

monumentalizedd persona immortalized by his icons emerging, photograph-like, out of the histo-

riographicalriographical  writings, this operation proceeds largely through redundancy2. 

AA good example of such a redundancy is the numbing seriality whereby every single 

Venezuelann town, no matter  its size, has its Plaza Bolfvar  with a bust or  either  a standing or 

equestriann statue of the 'Liberator '  at its center. But one would have to minimall y add the heroes' 

manyy portrait s hanging from walls in public offices everywhere, Venezuela's Presidents addressing 

thee nation on TV dwarfed by the giant background painting of a Bolfvar  over  the years grown 

monstrouslyy large overflowing the screen, or  the insistence with which the Liberator' s face, name, 

wordss or  glorious deeds show up on walls, bridges, post-stamps, the nation's currency or  on the 

myriadd books and notebooks that students take to school everyday in order  to get the sense of an 

entiree nation literall y beholden to Bolfvar. Or, as a wide range of discursive and iconographic 

2.Thiss passage as well as others throughout this dissertation where a similar interface between texts and images is at 
stakee is inspired on Louis Marin's superb analyses of the imaginary of French absolutism as itself constituted by means 
off  the chiasmatic exchanges between the "portraits" of the king Louis XIV and the historiographical accounts of his rule 
(Louiss Marin, 1988). 
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representationss do not cease to proclaim, to the Tadre de la Patria', the nation's founding father3. 

Itselff  predicated on the assumed hierarchical reciprocity between it and Bolivar, a recent T-

shirtt captures well the panoptic side of this sense of indebtedness by tacitly figuring the nation's 

multiplyy refracted exposure to the heroe's gaze or, more precisely, his gazes. Plucked from various 

off  his paintings, of all things the front of the t-shirt shows stacked upon each other a series of 

rectangularlyy framed Bolivar eyes staring from a variety of possible directions. As if what is shown 

wass not sufficiently obvious, a caption reading "the gazes of the Liberator" is there presumably to 

makee sure that the meaning of the composition does not escape anyone. The redundancy suggests 

that,, beyond naming them, in and of itself the caption encapsulates the fundamental truth of the 

accompanyingg illustrations. In this light, to utter in their company, as well as in the context of the 

thickk rhetoric about the Liberator from which the illustrations draw much of their power, what is 

otherwisee redundantly obvious amounts to the enunciation of that which makes citizenship and 

subjectivityy possible in Venezuela. That is, that Venezuelans only exist as national subjects, thus, as 

bonafidebonafide members of the nation, insofar as they enter the Liberator's field of vision, seeing 

themselvess caught and reflected in the founding father's supremely auratic sight. In other words, 

takenn together the caption and the illustrations convey the strange, claustrophobic sense of a 

nationall  subject obsessively invested in the spectacle of his or her own exposure to and seizure by 

thee Liberator's multiply refracted gaze as the precondition of its inclusion in the community of the 

nation4.. Things seem to have come full circle recently when, under President Chavez's regime, the 

nation'ss name has been officially changed from 'Venezuela' to that of the "Bolivarian Republic of 

Venezuela,""  a move that makes finally explicit the kind of ownership relation between the hero and 

hishis nation that in the t-shirt only remains implicit. One on which official Venezuelan historiography 

hass insisted now for quite some time, at least since the establishment of the Cult of Bolivar during 

3.Thiss omnipresence or Bolfvar in Venezuela's national landscape is often noticed, and, recently, by Michael Taussig in 
connectionn to issues of state fetishism that are directly relevant to this dissertation (Taussig, 1997:111-112) 

4.11 do aggree with Taussig, however, that what is at issue in the Liberator's multiply retracted gaze is "no panopticon of 
visuall  pursuit" in any simple-minded sense (Taussig, 1997:111). This because while it is of course true that no "empty 
gaze""  (ibid) can actually look back, what is at stake in such panoptical sense of visual exposure is, I argue, a mode of 
reflexivityy according to which the actor obsessively pictures him or herself being seen. 
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thee Guzmen Blanco regime in the 1880s. 

Bee that as it may, what I wish to retain here for  the purposes of this introduction is the 

insistencee with which, as a result of the historiographical operation alluded to above, Bolivar  enters 

thee dreams, memories, imaginations, fantasies and nightmares of many Venezuelans looking and 

talkin gg lik e a monument. One just has to think briefl y on President Chavez's huge rallies with some 

off  his followers bearing on their  shoulders one or  another  large, ornately framed portrai t of Bolivar 

liftedd from the heroe's canonical iconography from the nineteenth century to realize how much, 

largelyy inspired but not restricted to him, a certain rhetoric of the monument continues to inflect 

Venezuelann politics and sociality today. Extensively argued throughout, it is indeed one of the 

centrall  claims of this dissertation that what, for  lack of a better  name, I call "monumental govern-

mentality""  is in Venezuela, and, perhaps to lesser  degrees, also in other  parts of Latin America one 

off  the preeminent ways whereby, still nowadays, state authority as well as the very notion of the 

nation-statee get constituted and reproduced in the everyday. Itself articulated through a vast range of 

historiographicall  writings, iconographical representations, civic rituals, educational practices or 

formss of public and domestic bodily training, to name just a few of the available possibilities, this 

governmentall  corpus hinges on the repetition of a trul y foundational scene. Theatrical through and 

through,, in it nothing less than the ongoing birt h and rebirt h of the nation is what, each time, is 

ultimatelyy at stake. 

Too understand why I need to linger  briefl y on what it is that makes such a 'scene' distinctive. 

Too begin with, it is important to realize how much it amounts to a public epiphany of the law. 

Indeed,, in such a 'scene' it is the body of the political representative itself that is discursively seized 

byy the law and publicly monumentalized as a republican 'tribune ' addressing his audience from the 

raisedd stage of the polity. Equally important , that otherwise absent from their  lives buried as it is 

deepp within their  hearts, the law that takes hold of the representatives' bodies is no other  than the 

codificationn of everyone's 'general will '  as members of a singular, homogeneous community or, as it 

iss here the case, of them as citizens of a 'nation' . Since in the absence of such a law' any commu-

nity,, whatever  its nature, would be a mere collection of disparate individuals fissured by their 

conflictingg needs, interests and desires one may very well say that it is the law itself that makes the 

community. . 
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Inn order  for  this law to be effective, however, it needs to be enunciated, and, for  that to 

happen,, it must necessarily incarnate; otherwise it would remain forever  shrouded inn abstraction far 

removedd from its intended audience, the 'people'. It is here that the transubstantiating move whereby 

thee law seizes the body of the representative on stage and turns it into an inscriptive surface where it 

remainss indelibly stamped acquires all its importance. Turned by such a move into a republican 

'tribune' ,, from then on it is the law and nothing but that the representative will exclusively "speak" 

byy means of his very own body, words, gestures, and overall demeanor, or, at least, that is the 

generall  idea. It is therefore fair  to say that, whenever  an audience is addressed from the political 

stagee by such a 'tribune' , it is by the law itself that it is being addressed. And since such a 'law' is 

nothingg but the codification of this audience's very being as a community of which it is largely 

unawaree until such a being is "spoken"  by the tribune on stage, it follows that it is this tribune's 

lawfull  "speech,"  his overall theatrical performance, that which makes the audience into such a uni-

fied,fied, homogeneous community. Or, as is the case here, into a single 'nation. One crucial way of 

puttingg all of this is that it is only by seeing or  recognizing itself reflected as a single community in 

thee tribune's very own lawful words and gestures on stage that the audience becomes one. In Hegel's 

welll  known expression, only by such reflexive means is such an audience in other  words Aufhebung 

intoo the kind of seamless, unified collectivity that the 'tribune' so lawfully embodies on stage. 

Whichh is, by the way, why is the performance so momentous and the 'scene' so thoroughly theatri-

cal. . 

Iff  the reader  has discerned in the above 'scene' echoes of Jean-Jacques Rousseau, and, 

beyondd him, of a certain French Jacobin political tradition this is not coincidental. One of my 

purposess in this dissertation is precisely to investigate from a uniquely anthropological perspective 

thee decisive impact that the Jacobin question has had on the development of the kind of 

revolutionaryy or  progressive political culture that would have been with us to this day 

(Castroo Leiva, 1991:72-73). 

Moree or  less explicitly, a number  of authors have variously called attention to the decisive weight 

thatt  such a "question"  has had all across Latin America right from the start. That is to how, in 

differentt  degrees, from the moment of Independence the task of nation-building in the region has 
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beenn everywhere decisively inflected by a distinctively French Jacobin tradition . In general, Jacobin 

practicee and ideology may be readily ascribed to the kind of "classical republicanism"  that, 

accordingg to Natalio Botana, was along with "libera l constitutionalism"  one of the two competing 

republicann tradition s vying for  authority in the conflictual "horizon "  of nineteenth century Latin 

Americann "republican history."  Inspired in the ancients, what perhaps most distinguishes the 

"classicall  republicanism"  of which Botana speaks and that the French Jacobins so 

uncompromisinglyy embodied is the assumption that 

aa republican constitution must rest on virtue, which sacrifices private interest for  the sake of 

thee common good, and the active exercise of the general wil l (Botana, 1994:477). 

Ass Botana makes clear, "classic republicanism"  and "libera l constitutionalism"  stand in 

starkk contrast to each other  since, different than the former, for  the latter  citizen 

rightsrights  and the separation of powers guaranteed the inhabitant juridica l security and opened 

channelss to the spontaneous exercise of freedom (ibid). 

Too this day, both varieties of republicanism may be said to have figured prominently in the 

continent'ss republican experience. Nevertheless, a central argument of this dissertation is that, at 

leastt  in Venezuela (although I believe that, to variable extents, this is also true for  the rest of Latin 

America),, it is the Jacobin variety of "classical republicanism"  that, so far, has had the greatest 

impactt  on the nation's state institutions, dominant political imaginary, forms of subjectivity, prac-

ticess of governmentality or  on the nation's main civic celebrations and commemorative rituals. 

Thiss would be especially true of one crucial dimension of the Jacobin inheritance which, as 

II  argue throughout this dissertation, at least in Venezuela has been pregnant with all sorts of 

momentouss social and political consequences. I refer  to the notion, so central to "classical republi-

canism""  and, by way of the Jacobins, to the continent's constitutionalism including that of Venezue-

la,, that the nation does not precede but follows the state which, through Constitutional fiat, sover-

eignlyy brings it into being. So pervasive is this notion everywhere in Latin America that Frangois-

Xavierr  Guerra, for  instance, talks of a uniquely latin modernity precisely in terms of a constitutional 
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traditio nn for  which, due to specific historical reasons having to do with the triumph in the Latin 

areass of absolutism over  and against the claims of the communities and in line with a distinctively 

Frenchh lineage, nation-building is always a matter  of absolute, radical beginnings (Guerra, 1992:22-

25).. According to this notion the nation is an artifact of the Constitution that, as a result, is 

fetishizedd as the textual source from which national being springs. With no ties to the past which in 

thee kind of Jacobinism from which Latin American constitutionalism richly  draws is construed as a 

"gothic""  era of unbridled despotism with which breaking is imperative, the national community 

entirelyy follows from the constitutional text that lawfully dictates it into existence. For  a complex 

seriess of cultural and historical reasons that I address in a series of chapters, perhaps nowhere else 

inn Latin America has the notion that the nation is an artifact of the Constitution been so laden with 

momentouss consequences as in Venezuela. 

Thee situation for  Venezuela has been well characterized by the Venezuelan political 

scientistt  Juan Carlos Rey. Alludin g precisely to the preeminent, hegemonic role that the law, and, 

moree specifically, the Constitution plays in the overall social and political fabric of the nation, Rey 

resolutelyy refers to the uniquely "juridica l forms"  that, according to him, ideology has taken in 

Venezuela.. Thus, while elsewhere ideology would have borrowed its formal masks from other  do-

mains,, for  example "religion "  or  "philosophy,"  this would not have been the case in Venezuela. To 

quotee Rey's important observations at some length, in Venezuela for  the most part: 

ourr  ideologues have been jurists, and it is in our  Constitutions, Codes and Laws (...) where 

onee must mainly go in order  to find out the illusions that our  society has generated 

concerningg its own realities and possibilities. Among other  things, this has expressed itself 

inn a belief in the intrinsi c virtues of the laws and of juridico-institutiona l engineering, as 

welll  as in a search for  the solution to political problems through permanent attempts to 

reformm the written Constitution. 

Adoptingg a panoramic view, Rey discerns a longue dureé in the historical record arching all the way 

fromfrom  the creators of Venezuela's 

firstfirst  Fundamental Law with their  naive belief that the constitutions are moulds for  fabri-
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eatingg peoples, and that it is enough with designing a desired political order  on paper  for  it 

too become true in reality (..) until the present (when) such a belief survives, even if 

powerfullyy critical views have not been lacking (Rey, 1989:128). 

Soo dominant would have been all throughout the nation's history this "peculiar  ideological 

bent""  that Venezuela's "central political problem,"  i.e., that of "creating a democratic political 

order""  in the unique circumstances of the postcolony is routinely and 

immediatelyy translated into the juridica l language and turned into the problem of how to do 

inn order  to give ourselves a written Constitution that is both just and viable, while also 

capablee of insuring freedom from the two extreme and equally undesirable dangers of, on 

thee one hand, anarchy, and, on the other, tyranny (ibid: 128). 

Inn light of Rey's quoted passages, at least in terms of the nation's ideologico-juridical underpinnings 

itt  is not that much that has changed since the nineteenth century when, in the wake of Independence 

fromm Spain, according to Rogelio Perez Perdomo, "th e period's constitutional theory"  assigned 

"supremee power"  to legislation 

sincee the other  task of the State, administration, only deals with what is contingent and 

secondary.. Legislation establishes the structure of the State, guides its activity and sets the 

ruless of coexistence among the individuals. On it wil l depend the population's happiness or 

disgracee (Perez Perdomo, 1990:13). 

Inn this dissertation I investigate what it can possibly mean, culturall y speaking, to think of 

thee nation as a constitutional artifact , a question that, as I try to show in the following chapters, 

subdividess into a series of interrelated ones. Thus, for  example, what are the kinds of predicaments 

inn response to which and in the midst of which such a voluntaristi c understanding could have 

possiblyy taken root so that, in some ways, the nation may appear  to its citizens as a thoroughly 

aestheticc construct, the malleable outcome off  a series of iterated, ever  repeated moulding inter-

ventions?? And, equally important , what if more than one "expression"  among others, as Rey seems 
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too suggest, a certain kind of Constitutionalism is in Venezuela the very juridica l form which the 

nation'ss dominant "ideology"  necessarily takes, the required formal "wrapping "  without which such 

ann ideology would rapidly go into thin air? What are the consequences, intended or  not, as well as 

thee implications following from or  implici t in this realization? Because even if Rey mentions "the 

belieff  in the powers or  virtualities"  of the law, and more specifically of the Constitution as only one 

amongg other  possible manifestations of an underlying, juridicall y inflected ideology, this is not 

whatt  his words actually say. That is, if not explicitly then for  all practical purposes all of Rey's 

exampless in the above quoted passages suggests that, itself akin to a formal, transcendental matrix 

off  transformations, it is this "belief'  that indeed forms the potently magical kernel of the nation's 

juridica ll  ideology. 

Inn other  words, if the term 'ideology' is taken in its widest, most inclusive sense of an 

operativee matrix of semiotically articulated power  relations giving shape to a world, what kind of 

worldd may possibly take shape from the operative assumption that the world itself is an artifact of 

thee law? That is, of its "powers or  vitualities,"  and, more specifically, of those inherent in the 

Constitutionn which, as the nation's "Fundamental Law,"  is meant to bring a whole 'world ' or, what 

amountss to the same, an entire 'people-nation' into being? Indeed, as a historically inflected version 

off  the community the term 'nation' does not name anything less than a 'world' , if by that one 

understandss a peculiar  order  of experience. If so, what national 'world ' may possibly follow from 

thee assumption that the nation is itself a legislated artifact? In other  words, what order  of subjects, 

objects,, relationships and experiences could possibly arise in a world so deliberately contrived? 

Whatt  would be the texture, fault lines, monuments or  nightmares of such a contrived order  of 

experience?? And, finally,  how to discern this order's historical or  experiential limits, those signaling 

itss possible erosion and beyond which, relatively freed from any hegemonic grip, all the established 

identitiess and forms of experience more or  less imperceptibly slide into irrepressible otherness? 

Inn Venezuela, the "world "  that is often fancied to result from the demiurgic powers of the 

laww is an order  of thoroughly legislated entities, as such wrested through ever  reiterated acts of 

legislationn from the chaotic, random flux of experience. Hence the centrality of a dichotomy like 

"civilizatio nn vs barbarism"  which, since it was first coined in the nineteenth century, in one or 

anotherr  version as a trope continues to play a crucially organizing role in the nation's republican 
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experience.. Pertiaps 'imaginary*  is a better  term than 'ideology' to talk about such a legislated world 

if ,, with Laclau, one understands by the term not just a system of ideological representations about a 

givenn "worl d of objects"  but the "horizon"  that, in a particular  place and time, "th e very form of 

objectivity""  assumes (Laclau, 1990:64). TTie term seems especially appropriate considering that, for 

Laclau,, 'imaginary' designates a fantasmatic realm of integrity where, freed from the real world of 

"faile dd objects"  or  "quasi objects,"  objectivity achieves "fullness"  (ibid). Whatever  is the case 

elsewhere,, at least in part due to strictl y contingent historical reasons having to do with the nation's 

andd the continent's constitutionalism in spite of increasing cracks in Venezuela such a juridica l 

'imaginary ,, is still going relatively strong. Itself filled with full y formed, indeed thoroughly statues-

quee identities one could go as far  as to call such an 'imaginary' a "horizon"  if the term was not so 

ladenn with connotations of successfully accomplished closure or  finalit y which everyday forms of 

undecidabilityy continuously belie. 

Inn order  to give an idea how I address the preceeding issues in the next series of chapters I 

mustt  now outline the main, overall argument of this dissertation. In light of what I have just said 

regardingg the nation's political traditio n it would seem, for  this purpose, advisable to revisit the 

'scene''  vis-a-vis which I made such momentous claims just a few pages ago. Already my comments 

onn Venezuela's (and Latin America's) 'Jacobinism' might have given some inklin g as to why I called 

suchh a 'scene' foundational, while alluding to its repetition as a specifically local form of 'govern-

mentall  monumentality'. Because what, indeed, more foundational^  'Jacobin' than the 'scene' where 

thee citizens come together  and, by means of a 'pact'  expressive of their  'general will' , give birt h to 

thee nation which, as a result, may be said to have absolute, radical beginnings? Is this not precisely 

whatt  I said was crucially at stake in the iteration of the alluded foundational scene, i.e., nothing less 

thann the beginnings of the nation? To say, then, that a 'Jacobin' version of "classical republicanism" 

inn Venezuela amounts to the nation's main political traditio n is minimall y saying that, just as in the 

alludedd 'scene', more or  less obviously or  dramatically it is the very birt h and rebirt h of the nation 

thatt  which, in the nation's politics, is continuously and reflexively at stake. 

Butt  more than just the beginnings of the nation what in the evoked 'scene' is crucially at 

stakee was an entire 'politic s of exemplarity'. Moreover, it is precisely in such a politics that, I belie-

ve,, one is more readily able to discern the nation's Jacobin inheritance in Venezuela becoming an 
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enduringg form of governmentality, the 'monumental'  variety which according to the argument which 

II  develop in chapter  six is relatively unique to the nation's socio-political settlement. To see why 

onee must realize first how much, at least as a possibility, a certain politics of exemplarity was 

alreadyy intrinsi c to the thinkin g of Jean-Jacques Rousseau, from which so many of the Jacobin's 

axiall  concepts and images were ultimately drawn. As I argue in a later  chapter, in this point 

followingg closely what Geoffrey Bennington has said on the topic, it all has to do with the iner-

radicablyy aporetic structure of the 'general will' . 

Veryy briefly, while in principl e for  Rousseau the 'law' that founds the community or  the 

'nation''  is the expression of the 'general will '  of the citizens, coming together  in an originary 

momentt  of foundation, in actuality things happen the other  way. That is, never  present to itself, the 

'sovereign''  and the 'general will '  are constituted après coup, i.e., after  the fact or  in the wake of the 

laww and as a result of its punctual interventions. In other  words, it is as an after-effect of the law or 

off  the Constitution which legislates it into being that the nation's 'sovereign' comes about as a uni-

fied,fied, synchronous totality possessed of a 'generall  will' . Otherwise, if the 'general will '  and the 'sover-

eignn were already there, given in nature, whence the need for  'laws' or  institutions that not only des-

cribee this generality but, more crucially, also prescribe it as a lawfully mandated injunction? It is 

preciselyy because rather  than present to itself the 'general will '  continuously falls into the singularity 

off  the individuals' desires that laws are so sorely needed. Always already in deficit of generality the 

'generall  will' , in other  words, will always require laws, the Constitution, and, beyond that, politics 

andd the state in order  to be constituted as such. All of these come in precisely in order  to tempo-

raril yy arrest the 'Sovereign's precipitous fall into singularity by ongoingly legislating it as a fully 

present,, universal, homogeneous entity or  totality (Bennington, 1991:38-51). 

Butt  this also means, however, that no matter  how much the 'law' may advertise or  parade 

itselff  as merely the expression of the 'Sovereign' or  of the citizen's 'general will '  this is not and 

cannott  be the case. Rather  than having such a 'sovereign' as its universal object the law' also 

inevitablyy takes a momentous dip of its own. As much as the 'general will '  of which it is presumably 

thee expression, beyond any rhetorical claims in Rousseau also the law always already falls into the 

singularityy of its cases. That is, even though in principl e for  Rousseau the law is a circular  letter  that 

thee 'sovereign' sends to itself, in actuality the fact that such a 'sovereign' is never  given in advance of 
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thee law', which constitutes it as such, means that things do often go other  than as expected. In other 

words,, in the absence of the 'sovereign' the letter  of the law enters a postal network where it may or 

mayy not reach its destination. Rather  than always returnin g to the 'Sovereign' or  the 'general will '  as 

too its rightfu l source or  destination, in Rousseau the letter  of the law' becomes ensnared in an end-

lesss string of singular  cases (ibid:40-45). 

Hencee why the need arises in Rousseau for  a series of 'prostheses' which, supplementing the 

lack''  or  deficit of generality of the 'general will' , are somewhat capable of momentarily arresting the 

falll  of the sovereign' into the citizen's singular  desires, of the law into the singularity of its cases. Of 

thesee one could name several, such as 'government', the 'nation-state' or  the 'tribunal' , which are 

preciselyy means to supplement or  remedy an originary lack in nature. As Bennington makes clear, 

paradingg as the delegates or  the representatives of the universal all these prostheses nevertheless 

necessarilyy fall short of it. Rather  than expressive of the 'general will '  in all of its universality, such 

supplementaryy prostheses are and cannot be but the manifestation of particularisti c will s and 

desires.. Introduced from the outside in order  to slow down its dissolution, such prostheses cannot 

butt  accelerate the 'sovereign's decadence by exposing it to an "irreducibl e exteriority"  which 

necessarilyy undermines it. Amounting to an "usurpation inevitable"  of the 'general will' , such an 

exposuree necessarily calls for  added supplements in a process that is potentially infinit e (ibid:46-

51). . 

Yett  in addition to these prostheses which Bennington calls "horizontal '  since they arise at the 

samee level of horizontalit y as the 'general will '  itself, there is also in Rousseau a Vertical'  kind of 

prosthesis.. This he calls the 'Great Legislator'. A 'foreigner' , and, as such, with no part or  stakes in 

thee local order  of things, such a legislator'  may publicly parade himself as the iconic embodiment or 

representationn of the 'general will' . It is this very representativeness that enables him, through his 

legislatingg interventions, to totalize the local system bringing it into being as a unified, seamless 

wholee (ibid:71-73). For  reasons that I cannot go into here Rousseau's flight into transcendence, his 

theologicall  move, also eventually fails. As, eventually, the 'general will '  irrepressibly slides into 

singularity,, the exertions of the 'Great Legislator'  inevitably fail. The point, however, is that 

differentt  than the "horizonta l prostheses' which are subject to an endless process of erosion, decay 

andd metonymical substitution, as a 'vertical '  prosthesis the 'Legislator'  is always relatively available 
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ass an uncorrupted reservoir  of transcendence. As such, such a figure can always be brought back in 

momentss of societal crisis as an emblem of 'union' or  of the nation's 'sovereignty' as a totalit y now 

threatenedd by the workings of evil men. 

Whatt  I wish to emphasize here is that regardless of their  strong anti-theatrical, anti-

representationall  prejudices, bent as they were on the ongoing epiphany of the 'people' in the 

cauldronn of the 'fête revolutionaire' , nevertheless an entire politics of representation, of exemplarity 

evenn (indeed, what more 'exemplary' and 'representative' than the 'Great Legislator), already insinu-

atess itself in both Rousseau, and, after  him, the Jacobins. If we now descend from the placid 

heavenss of philosophy to the hells of history, to use the dubious metaphor  that not for  being invalid 

orr  unfair  is less irresistibl e here, we approach the terrain that is more that of this dissertation. And 

here,, in this fraught, vexed territor y Rousseau's (and Bennington's) irrepressible sliding into 

singularityy is called 'the Terror' . The entire argument of this dissertation is articulated on the borders 

off  this Terror '  as the dangerous whirlpool around which, since Independence, all of the forms of the 

sociall  order  in Venezuela uncertainly (and precariously) stand. So much so that one could even say 

thatt  the most intimate texture of the nation's main social and political institutions is itself decisively 

inflectedd by the push and pull of this unthinkable vortex: forever  on the brink of being sucked by it, 

anyy integrit y or  identity that these institutions may possibly claim comes from resisting its 

ultimatelyy irresistible pull . 

Itt  is the overall argument of this dissertation that the politics of 'exemplarity'  that I claim is 

intrinsi cc to Venezuela's forms of 'monumental governmentality'  arose in response, precisely, to the 

terrorr  that was released by the collapse of Spanish rule, and, most particularly , by the King' s 

momentouss disappearance in the crucible of Independence. In other  words, if since that junctur e to 

thiss very day a wide range of governmental practices, from historiography, literatur e and 

iconographyy to myriad public and domestic forms of bodily trainin g have been invested in monu-

mentalizingg the very bodies, words and gestures of the nation's representatives as the embodiment 

off  the nation's 'general will '  this is for  reasons that are quite urgent. Namely, in order  to defuse the 

tendencyy which, freed by their  modernity from any form of traditional , ascriptive authority , the nati-

on'ss crowds have to "instantl y represent themselves"  (Lloyd and Thomas, 1998:6) in the dangerous 

mimeticc drif t "fro m one term to the next"  (Nancy, 2002:3) that is the essence of their  postcolonial 
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condition.. And, to this end, much as a captive audience the individual s within these crowds must be 

madee to surrender  to the spectaclee of their  'exemplary' representatives gesturing at them from the 

raisedd stage off  the polity. This, so that they may focus on them as on that which, beneath all their 

maddeninglyy metamorphic tendencies and conflicting desires, these individuals all have in common 

ass would be citizens of the nation. In the strictl y Roussean terms that are relevant to the nation's 

republicanismm I am, of course, talking of these individuals' shared, 'general will' . Buried beneathh the 

mazee of conflicting interests and desires that is their  lif e as part of the postcolonial crowds, this 

generalityy nevertheless presumably shines on the bodies, words and gestures of the representatives 

onn stage where, much lik e a mirror , just by looking attentively the masses may see themselves 

'properly ''  reflected. 

Alreadyy the theatricality of the whole situation should be quite evident. Indeed, following in 

thiss the arguments of Lyotard, Derrida, Lacoue-Labarthe and others, I argue in this dissertation that 

muchh lik e any other, political representation is also a matter  of setting up a theater. In particular 

Jean-Franc,, ois Lyotard has explicitly foregrounded the theatricalit y of representation by calling 

attentionn to the extent to which the abilit y of any entity whatsoever  to represent another  absent one 

iss unavoidably a matter  of theatrical machinery, of demarcating a space of performance or  represen-

tationn as the protected 'inside' where, rigorously distinguished through a set of rules from an 

excludedd 'outside', 'someone' or  'something' may appear  before an audience on stage re-presenting 

'something''  or  'someone' previously left outside. In other  words, it is only in the gap that opens up as 

aa result of the institutionall y produced distance between a theatrical 'inside' and an absent, excluded 

'outside''  that representation or  the representative relation may at all thriv e (Lyotard in Bennington, 

1988:10-14). . 

Inn this dissertation I take Lyotard' s and others' ideas concerning the materiality of 

representation,, of the theatrical machinery on which the representative relationship hinges, quite 

literally .. This I do in chapter  five by empirically focusing on the urgent attempts on the part of 

Venezuela'ss founding fathers in the eve of the nineteenth century, some two hundred years ago, to 

seal-offf  the sphere of political representation from an excluded, turbulent 'outside' and set it up as 

thee protected site where their  claims to represent the new nation's 'sovereign' could at all hold water. 

Ass I argue, these attempts happened amidst a scary predicament redolent with incalculable 
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consequences::  the beginnings of the implosion of the colonial order  in the wake of the Spanish 

monarch'ss disappearance. Nothing lik e this absence to underscore how much it was the king's 

presencee at the "heart of all possible representations" that without which this entire order  simply 

couldd not do (Schaub, 1998:52). Without the monarch it was not long before the separate orders 

andd estates of the colony began coming apart at the seams, bereft of that extra 'thing' that glued 

themm together  as well demarcated, recognizable entities. Whil e these corporations' value and 

integrit yy was ultimately contingent on the monarch's adjudicating interventions, the king-as-judge 

wass also the mediating instance that enabled them to relate to each other  while keeping their  own 

identitiess separate. 

Thee formation of the postcolonial crowds surely most count among the most momentous 

consequencess of the breakdown of the colonial order. As individual s from all walks of lif e were 

releasedd from the corporate straitjackets of the colony, in some ways no longer  there, they were 

increasinglyy thrown together  upon the newly created horizontal spaces of the postcolony. Horizon-

tall  because, no matter  how hierarchically articulated they in some ways indeed continued to be after 

thee breakdown of the empire, at least symbolically the social spaces of the postcolony were 

homogeneouslyy flat. That is, increasingly, they were symbolically and, often, in many respects also 

practicallyy rearticulated as domains of horizontal, abstract exchangeability among fundamentally 

equal,, homogeneous individuals. Al l across the main cities of the colony and eventually also 

throughoutt  the countryside, these individual s increasingly came together  in more or  less random, 

imprompt uu arrangements to fill  up with their  disquieting presence the emptying spaces that were 

beingg vacated by the structures of old. 

Nott  that all instances of crowd behavior  were absent from the colony. But much as what 

Robertt  Nye says about Europe before the Revolution and industrialization , these were for  the most 

partt  affairs limited to circumscribed locales, arising in response to particular  grievances, and going 

awayy as soon as these were redressed (1999:6). In other  words, as in the case of "carniva l crowds 

engagedd in (...) bread riots, summary lynchings, or  religious or  political violence,"  the response of 

traditiona ll  groups "seeking to redress grievances against those who violated"  their  time honored 

"rights ""  (ibid). What came about in the wake of the breakdown of Spanish domination was 

somethingg altogether  different: the crowd behavior  of droves of colored peoples, especially the 
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pardospardos or  mixed bloods from the colony but also slaves and ex-slaves with no clear  place in any 

foreseeablyy emergent order  of things yet invested by the revolutionary vocabularies of the time with 

theirr  (potentially) universal role as the new nation's "sovereign." 

Inn effect, far  from the image that is still nowadays prevalent in the period's historiography of 

themm as 'traditiona r  and 'archaic', an abundance of testimonies suggest that the postcolonial crowds 

weree thoroughly imbued with the ideals of freedom and equality radiating from France and the 

Unitedd States at the time. And, in this respect at least, they were thoroughly modern. At least as 

modernn and, in some respects, even more so than the elites who occupied leadership roles in the 

warss of independence against Spain and were so bent on denying these majorities their  modernity 

byy insisting on the 'barbarous' and 'archaic' nature of the colored populations as a myth intrinsi c to 

thee creation and perpetuation of their  providential role as makers of the nation. A myth, I might add, 

thatt  contemporary historians still ceremoniously recite today very much to the same legitimizing 

ends. . 

Butt  this was not the only way in which the Venezuelan postcolonial crowds were 

thoroughlyy modern. Perhaps even more fundamentally, as I also argue in chapter  five the very being 

off  the crowds stretched out in its sheer  exteriorit y across horizontal space already testifies to their 

modernityy as participants in 

aa world of movement, of transformation, of displacement (...) that moves toward no end or 

resultt  other  than itself, nor  toward a resorption or  sublimation of its own exteriorit y (Nancy, 

2002:6). . 

Ass I argue in the just mentioned chapter, taking into account this emergent world' s transformations 

hass considerable consequences for  the ways one understands a host of contemporary phenomena. 

Thus,, for  example, so called patron-client networks and relationships which, according to my 

argument,, if considered in the light of the greatly transformed predicament where the majorities 

havee found themselves since Independence loose much of their  solidity appearing, in all of their 

considerablee contingency, not as traditional but as thoroughly modern phenomena. In general, 

however,, pending the more thorough argument in the later  chapter  what I wish to retain in this 

introductio nn is that to say that Venezuela's postcolonial crowds were thoroughly modern is 
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minimallyy saying that their "actions and declarations" as well as their very being were already 

linked,, no matter how tacitly or obscurely, to "their demands for democratic sovereignty." This, 

evenn if Nye locates the full emergence of the modern crowds in Europe many years later in the 

1840ss and 50s, already during the industrial revolution. 

Calll  the Venezuelan anticipation something like 'the periphery's privilege,' itself probably 

thee outcome of the fact that at least in some respects the demise of the ancien régime in Spanish 

Americaa was even more thorough and pregnant with even more immense problems of 

governmentalityy than in the revolutionary nations of Europe. Whatever might have been the case, 

whatt I wish to emphasize here are two things. First, what I have already mentioned, namely, that the 

Venezuelann postcolonial crowds suddenly found themselves thrown in a world that, emptied at 

leastt symbolically of any hierarchical partitions and structurations, was dauntingly flat. Second, and 

thiss is the point that 1 wish to make now, that this very predicament enabled the formation of the 

"chainss of equivalences" (Laclau, 1996:42) in the midst of which the crowds perceived and expe-

riencedrienced themselves as a population made of individuals of the same kind, as such as a whole 

opposedd to the whites now also increasingly remade into a homogeneous elite bent on their oppres-

sion. . 

Itt is true that as I argue in chapter two, one of the two chapters which I devote to the wor-

kingss of the colonial order, this process of homogenization of the subaltern populations may be said 

too have already started in the closing decades of the colony, with pockets of pardos and escaped 

slavess even living in its interstices as a "floating population" (Mckinley, 1993:167) for which the 

establishedd arrangements had next to zero room available. Nevertheless, as McKinley cogently 

argues,, the process cannot be said to have posed serious threats to the stability of the colonial order 

(ibid:: 163-174). Nor, I might add, for the reasons adumbrated above in and of itself lead to the 

subalterns'' complete self-identification as a homogeneous group opposed to their white rulers. For 

thiss to happen it was necessary that the entire system of orders and estates came crashing down in 

thee wake of the Spanish monarch's momentous disappearance. It was across the widening, indeed 

terrifyingg gap left by the king's absence that the equivalential chains among hitherto disparate 

situationss and predicaments could be unleashed allowing specially the 'pardos' to fully see themsel-

vess as belonging to one and the same global category. Until that there was always one's ascription to 
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thiss or  that confraternity , militar y regiment or  trade to, at least partially , stand on the way or  prevent 

thee just mentioned global identification from full y happening. As I argue specially in chapter  four 

thiss ail, however, changed once the king was no longer  there as the instance capable of both 

mediatingg among all the different corporations and groups and, something that is less often noticed 

butt  is no less crucial, of validating them in their  separate identities. With the king gone, the pardos 

andd also the blacks increasingly came face to face against the whites as an entire, threatened 

category.. One, moreover, that at least in principl e according to the revolutionary vocabularies of the 

timee rightfull y belonged to the new sovereign. Not only that, but that in account of its numbers 

amountedd to this sovereigns' vast majority , no small consideration considering the numerical bent 

off  the emergent democratic imaginary. 

Possessedd of radically democratic ideals, it was this vast assemblage of peoples emergent 

fromm the colony that, for  reasons that are argued at some length throughout the dissertation, irresisti-

blyy pushed for  "democratic sovereignty"  from withi n either  of the two two camps that were opposed 

durin gg Independence. Whil e later  on in chapter  six I briefly comment on the situation in the royalist 

camp,, thus contesting the widely held historiographical topos of the subaltern population always 

alreadyy committed to the monarchy on account of their  inherent conservatism and backwardness, 

whatt  went on among the separatists was clear  from the beginning. At least initially , in Caracas, 

capitall  of the embattled colonial politico-administrativ e unit of Venezuela and itself the center  of 

thee revolutionary ferment against Spain, as chapter  four  shows these democratic impulses translated 

intoo a decisive push for  Independence. So decisive in fact that, even if this is not what the local 

historianss at least explicitly say, it is plausible that without such a pressure Independence would not 

havee happened at all. Forming behind their  Jacobin leaders, as I argue in that chapter  it was the 

tumultuouss presence of the colored crowds in the streets of Caracas and just outside the city's newly 

establishedd Congress pushing to break-in that finally  decided the issue. Far, then, from what the 

majorit yy of Venezuelan historians still say about the libertaria n ideals of the elite, it was the threate-

ningg presence of the pardos in the streets that allowed the tiny fraction of the Jacobins to impose 

theirr  revolutionary designs on an elite majorit y that, to say the least, was reluctant to cut loose from 

Spain.. But saying this is already to picture the emergent white elites from the colony wrestling with 

thee intractable issue of how to rearticulate government in circumstances were their  claims to rule 
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were,, at best, problematic, tinged as these were by the emergent revolutionary ideals with 

suspicionss of usurpation. 

Too put the above in a nutshell, the problem was one of crowds imbued of democratic, 

libertariann and egalitarian ideals dizzyingly spinning out of all available forms of control. As one 

coloniall  officer put it in a report to the authorities in Spain, under the prevailing circumstances of a 

highlyy hierarchical order coming to a crashing halt such a situation could only result in universal 

violencee (Ceballos in King, 1953:535-536). A violence, moreover, that as I argue on chapter six, 

wass not just visceral but simultaneously symbolic. That is, loosened upon the horizontal spaces of 

thee postcolony in their equalizing craze the crowds were not only bent on eviscerating the whites 

fightingfighting in both camps but, just as crucially, on mimetically usurping their identities. This is not all 

thatt surprising considering that, as I also argue in chapter two, with its rituals, forms of discipline 

andd hierarchical arrangements the colonial order may be seen as a well-calibrated machinery for the 

reductionn of mimesis to codified identity. In other words, as a social order the entire economy of 

whichh was contingent on each and every one of its members sticking to their alloted stations in life. 

Hencee the proliferating lists of regulations which, like those prohibiting pardos to bear arms, 

mountt horses, attend the seminary or the university or, for the women, to wear mantles in church 

amongg other things sought to keep a tight reign on mimesis. Or, what amounts to the same, to 

impedee any untoward usurpation on the part of the pardos of their white rulers hallowed personas. 

Iss it, then, all that surprising if among other catastrophic results and not unrelated to these the 

demisee of this kind of order issued in a truly scary predicament? One in which, to say it with 

Lacoue-Labarthe,, in all of its "terrorizing instability" mimesis returned to "regain its powers" 

(1989:138)?? In the extraordinary derealization and mobility that came about with the novel predi-

caments,, freed from all of the forms of control that had been hitherto available the colored crowds 

becamee in other words bent on a truly exorbitant mimetic expropriation of all the available panoply 

off  ruling identities. 

Al ll  of which is to say that, like some ominous stain spreading across a territory that had 

beenn made symbolically flat, in their unstoppable lateral push to fill  up all the available spaces of 

thee postcolony the colored crowds were quite mimetically inclined. That is, much as in a frenzied 

searchh for scalps, bent on killing as many whites as possible so as to usurp all those hallowed 
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identitiess from which, hitherto, they had been more or  less successfully excluded. As a document of 

thee time put it , it was as if "universal seduction"  had suddenly seized all public space threatening to 

rui nn any prospects of order  amidst an unstoppable circulation of masks where any conceivable 

hierarchyy hopelessly capsized. Or, another  way of putting it, as if with singularly terrifyin g 

consequencess Diderot's actor  had in all of its baffling changeability unexpectedly shown up in 

Tierr aa Firme, the name during colonial times of what is roughly nowadays Venezuela. An 

unfathomablee entity on account of its nothingness paradoxically capable of becoming all things it is 

thiss actor  that, as I argue in chapter  six closely following Lacoue-Labarthe's ideas, perhaps best 

describess the Venezuelan subaltern subject. That is, a paradoxical entity in all of its exorbitant (lack 

of)) being to this day haunting the very borders of the established regimes. 

Itt  was this extremely dangerous situation that the founding fathers of the nation tried to 

exorcisee in their  attempts to recreate the conditions of government away from crowds bent on 

occupyingg any and all spaces from within which any government whatsoever  could be conceivably 

exercised.. In all of this a politics of space was, therefore, urgently at stake. As I argue in chapter 

fivefive of this dissertation, it is possible to apprehend the logic informin g some of the debates in the 

firstfirst  Venezuelan Congress precisely in terms of the various demands that such a politics entailed. 

Thatt  is, as an attempt to seal-off both spatially and symbolically the sphere of political representa-

tiontion from the rest of society so as to constitute it as a theatrical domain where the claims of the 

differentt  representatives to represent the new Sovereign's 'general will '  could be properly sustained. 

Accordingg to my argument it was the scary presence of the masses pushing to break into the 

spacee of Congress that, against the initia l resistance of the congressional majorit y bent on keeping 

Congresss porous to the demands from society' (by which they meant the different corporate bodies), 

wass most instrumental in moving the deliberations towards the sealing-off of the sphere of political 

representationn from the rest of society. Discarding the glibness with which a topos such as that of 

thee "elite' s fear  of the masses"  is often handled, I try to do some justice to the sheer  odor  of fear  that 

emanatess from the independence archives. As I argue in chapter  five, what this means is an attempt 

onn my part to retrieve some of what must have felt to be literall y pressed against the walls, a situa-

tiontion where amidst a tumult of bodies, random screaming and suffocating fear  any articulated form 

off  sociality succumbs to violence. 
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Thiss is just to refer the still nowadays fashionable criticism of representation, be it political 

orr otherwise, to violence as one of its possible contexts. Also, by the way, to (unfashionably) 

rehabilitatee some of the heroism of Venezuela's founding fathers striving to recreate some minimal 

conditionss of government against what, to all accounts, were incredible odds. If there is heroism in 

flattery,, as Pascal clearly believed, how much more would there be in cultivating the virtues of 

politicall  representation and of a cool, sober detachment in circumstances when the rising ambiance 

temperaturess seemed to be drawing everything and everyone around them into the same huge, 

undifferentiatedd pyre? So before rushing to condemnation, accusing them of all sorts of bourgeois 

malice,, it is good to pause momentarily right inside the founding fathers' troubled skins. Which, 

amongg other things, in some respects means partially allowing themm to take the high ground (of 

politicall  representation) not out of academic complacency, as is so often nowadays the case, but 

becausee of sheer, pressing necessity. Because if there is something that both Roscio and the more 

lucidd among Venezuela's founding fathers such as Miguel José Sanz seemed well aware of is that, 

ass Schelling knew at about the same time in Germany, "all denial of (re-)presentation engenders the 

Terror""  (Lacoue-Labarthe, 2002:147 ~ my translation). 

Hencee why they invested so much effort in sealing-off the sphere of political representation 

soo as to constitute it—how could it be otherwise?--as a theatrical stage. Indeed, for the reasons given 

above,, there is no representation of any kind that does not involve setting-up a theatrical machinery 

capablee of introducing the distance between 'inside' and 'outside' domains that is required for any 

entityy of any kind to re-present anything. And in the dire predicament of Venezuelaa at the time of 

Independencee perhaps nothing was as politically urgent as instituting the political as such a 

(bourgeois)) theater. As I hope to have established specially on chapter five of this dissertation, there 

wass no dearth of awareness at the time of the dangers involved. Both in many contemporary 

documentss as well as in the writings of founding fathers such as Sanz or Roscio the preoccupation 

withh the irrepressible mimetic violence going on in Tierra Firme at the time was paramount. A form 

off  "universal seduction," the all-out caste war that erupted all throughout Venezuela almost 

immediatelyy after Independence was declared, in 1812, would soon provide abundant, bruising evi-

dencee of how lethal this sort of violence could actually be. Mixing mimesis and violence in quite 

gargantuann proportions, for quite a long time, at least until Venezuela achieved complete Indepen-
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dencee in 1824 after  well over  a decade of the most devastating wars, such a violence rendered any 

semblancee of order  illusory. Always about to collapse if not collapsing amidst relentless butchery 

andd mimicry for  quite a while, at least until 1830 when the nation was finall y established, whatever 

orderr  there was was, at best, tenuous, a flimsy proposition sustained mostly by sheer  militar y 

means.. The situation, however, only partiall y changed after  1830. Since at least until the turn of the 

nineteenthh and the first two decades of the twentieth, when for  good and for  il l the state gained a 

moree secure hold over  the nation, social order  remained vulnerable to endemic subversion. And, in 

anyy case, even to this day Venezuelan republicanism continues being haunted by the uncanny form 

off  violence that, already next to two hundred years ago, erupted in Tierr a Firme in the wake of the 

King' ss awesome disappearance. 

Thee threat of violent disorder  was singularly poignant in a place like Venezuela where there 

wass simply not enough of anything extra to go around with. Even if, as I clarify in the second 

chapter,, the situation was not quite as bad as what a later  historiography often claims, for  which in 

linee with the nation's Jacobin imaginary the colonial past was an era of unbridled despotism with a 

handfull  of large landowners at the top surrounded by seas of vagrants and impoverished peasants, 

whatt  I just said still holds true. That is, that there simple were not enough symbolic, social or 

economicc assets lying around for  everyone to do or  become with them as they pleased. More than in 

manyy other  places, in Venezuela the preservation and perpetuation of any minimall y viable sem-

blancee of order  required that rule was subjected to the most stringent economic criteria. In other 

words,, on account of the collapse of the colonial order  it was clearly a priorit y to articulate a novel 

economyy of rule capable of replacing the old while still being able to delineate the roles and identi-

tiess of those at the top as sharply as possible. To put it crudely, under  the circumstances the 

establishmentt  of a highly exclusionary political and economic order  was clearly inescapable. One, 

thatt  is, relatively capable of assigning distinct limit s to that which anyone could, at any given time, 

doo or  become. Among other  things, this meant erecting a series of obstacles so that the majorit y of 

thee population did not have easy mimetic access to the available panoply of rulin g identities, 

somethingg that given the prevailing circumstances and the vocabularies and aspirations of the time 

wass not easy. As I argue in chapter  five, paradoxical as it may seem establishing a segregated 

domainn of political re-presentation was the preeminent way that the founding fathers found to deal 
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withh this most urgent requirement. Even if under the circumstances it was perhaps the only one 

available,, itself amounting to an entire economy of rule it is not surprising that such a "solution" did 

nott have it easy asserting itself against the crowds' irrepressible mimesis. 

Inn some ways it may be said that, although opening democratic possibilities that were 

hithertoo unavailable, such a "solution" was even more restrictive than the kinds of social arran-

gementss previously found in the colony. With its architectonic of orders and estates as I argue in 

chapterr two the colonial order was able to grant at least a sizable proportion of the pardos symbolic 

andd economic resources as well as means of identity-validation that later, with the advent of the 

republic,, became largely unavailable. Even if for a long time it was strenuously denied to them, in 

exchangee for that loss the subaltern populations gained their potential status as the new nation's 

sovereignn with all the immeasurable problems of governmentality that, until now, have gone along 

withh it. But before I allude to how this dissertation deals with this issue, I must clarify what do I 

meann when I say that, even if initially unsuccessful, from the beginning political representation was 

devisedd by those responsible for its establishment as an entire economy of rule. 

Itt all has to do with specularity and the way it works inside the representative machinery. If 

thee founding fathers or at least the most lucid among them were bent on setting up the political as a 

spheree of (theatrical) representation this was, I argue, out of a sheer need for specularity. Much as in 

whatt Derrida says about "Plato's Pharmacy" (1981:61-172), specularity was the 'pharmakos' or the 

poison/remedyy that the founding fathers came up with in order to address their contemporary 

predicament.. Their way, in other words, of fighting fire with fire, or what was in this case 

equivalent,, the crowds' irrepressible mimesis with the temporary fixities that come from 

acquiescingg to any hegemonically imposed form of identification as if it was one's ownn "true" 

identity.. As I elaborate in chapter six following Lacoue-Labarthe, only a form of specular represen-

tationn could possibly do this. In other words wrest the crowds away from their dangerously restless 

mimeticc drift across horizontal space so that, much as in a mirror, its members could come to see 

theirr 'true' being or, what amounts to the same, their 'general will ' (otherwise occluded beneath the 

mazee of conflicting interests and desires which makes up their everyday) dazzlingly reflected in 

theirr "rightful" representatives gesturing at them from the raised stage of the polity. For this to 

happen,, however, all the pleading of the world simply would not do. As I have intimated, much like 
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elsewheree also in Venezuela for  mirrorin g or  specular  representation to lastingly come about in the 

politicall  domain it was necessary that the political itself was set up as a theater. That is, as a 

protectedd stage where the representatives could perform for  an audience assembled in the dark pit 

below. . 

Easierr  said than done. Inspired mainly by Lyotard, in chapter  five I formulate a theatrical 

paradigmm so as to give a rough idea of what were some of the requirements involved. Enough to say 

heree that in the case of Venezuela at the time of Independence these had to do with enforcing a set 

off  procedures capable of setting-up a well-delineated theatrical space sharply demarcated from the 

'outside''  and internally rent by a clear-cut distinction between those representatives performing on 

stagee and the rest (of the population) reduced to the status of a more or  less passive spectatorship. 

Amongg those procedures that, with quite mixed results, were either  advanced or  simply proposed as 

wayss to achieve such a goal was the franchise, which restricted votingg and the privileges of full 

citizenshipp to reduced segments of the population. Similar  effects were also sought by the various 

proposalss that, with precious littl e success, were over  the years made by groups of Venezuelan 

landownerss so as to immobilize the subaltern populations by attaching them to the land. 

Besidess their  obvious economic significance, I argue that these proposals should also be 

understoodd politically . That is, as means for  reducing the wider  subaltern populations to the status 

off  a passive spectatorship so that, much as in a theater, fixed to their  assigned localities they could 

bee made to "enjoy"  the show going on in the political stage largely, although not exclusively, for 

theirr  benefit. For  reasons that I argue at some length only from such a forcibly immobilized 

perspectivee was there any hope for  the wider  populations to become the nation's single, 

homogeneouss 'people' by acquiescing to the image of themselves which their  representatives served 

too them from the political stage. This all follows from mimesis' maddening mobilit y and the 

impossibilityy in its midst for  any form of identification to stick very long to the subject. As I argue 

inn chapter  five following Lacoue-Labarthe, mimesis may be understood as the generalized capabi-

lit yy that, on account of their  nothingness, if not forcibl y prevented all subjects have of becoming all 

things.. This, by successively adopting every identity that comes their  way in a circulation of masks 

thatt  is, potentially, infinite . 

Indeed,, it is precisely because of the subject's "infirmity, "  his or  her  generalized "lack of 
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being""  that s/he must identify simply to become something or  another. Since, however, there is no 

necessaryy match between the subject and whatever  identity happens to come her  way, the relation 

betweenn the two being radically arbitrary , sooner  rather  than later  such identifications wil l fail. The 

subjectt  will , in other  words, inevitably desist, the term that Derrida coined to talk about Lacoue-

Labarthe'ss theory of the subject (Derrida, 1998). Falling-offfro m whatever  identity happens to have 

momentarilyy stuck to her  at the time, s/he wil l stick to the next in the vertiginous horizontal sliding 

amongg terms that, on account of his or  her  belatedness, amounts to the subject's preinscription by 

thee signifier. Always fleetingly invested with this or  that identity by the signifying chain which 

precedess them and where they all are irrevocably enchained, there is in principl e no end to what 

subjectss can potentially become "splintered or  dispersed"  as they are "according to the disquieting 

instabilit yy of the improper"  (Lacoue-Labarthe, 1998:128). Of the improper, i.e., of those signifiers 

thatt  mimetically seized by the subjects as marks of their  "own"  true identities nevertheless are not 

theirss at all, remaining irrevocably other. 

Pendingg the longer  consideration of 'mimesis' on chapter  six of this dissertation and of the 

kindd of violence which it entails, what is important to realize here is the need that any social order 

hass of somehow steadying this threatening ground, and, beneath it, the mimetic subject that is the 

ongoingg source of its "terrorizin g instability "  (Lacoue-Labarthe, 1998:138). One or  another  way, in 

otherr  words, has to be found to, at least for  a while, arrest the subjects' mimetic drif t by temporarily 

gluingg subjects to their  hegemonically prescribed roles and identities. Whil e clearly differin g on 

howw repressively they go about fulfillin g this requirement, with some societies arguably more 

hospitablee to the alterity lodged in every identity than others, they all must somehow confront this 

dilemma.. In some ways this would be even true of our  own postmodern societies of flexible 

accumulationn and ever  so mutable selves. As for  the colony, as I implicitl y argue in chapter  two and 

explicitl yy in chapter  six one way of characterizing the colonial order  is as a well calibrated machine-

ryy for  the reduction of mimesis to codified identity. What I mean to say is that the way in which the 

colonyy dealt with the "mimeti c fact"  is by encasing the subject within a hierarchical arrangement of 

orderss and estates, each through ritual  and other  means forcibly attaching its members to a codified 

sett  of preordained roles, identities and appearances. 

Wit hh the king's disappearance and the implosion of the colonial order  this all changed with 
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thee entire panoply of rulin g identities suddenly (and terrifyingly ) coming up for  grabs. That is, at 

leastt  in principle, relatively available for  mimetic seizure. A situation, I should add, that even if 

perhapss not as virulentl y in Venezuela has remained relatively chronic since that time. Hence the 

urgentt  need the emergent republicanism had of taking hold of the subaltern populations and 

somehoww immobilizin g them; this, so as to wrest them away from their  distressing mimetic vio-

lencee and make them acquiesce to the emergent republic's idiosyncratic definitions and hegemonic 

modess of identification. In line with its with its view of 'society' as a homogeneous domain of 

autonomous,, interchangeable individuals, erecting the sphere of political representation as a kind of 

theaterr  was the specifically (bourgeois) way that this emergent republicanism had of arresting the 

subject'ss mimetic drif t by making individual s acquiesce to the rulin g definitions and identities. 

Itt  was all a matter, in other  words, of inducing the postcolonial crowds to give up their 

(mimetic)) desires to instantly represent themselves in order  to acquiesce being represented by 

others,, their  'rightfu l representatives'. And, for  this too come about, it was necessary to set-up the 

politicall  as a "bourgeois' theater  where, for  the reasons given above, the nation's tribunes could 

exemplarilyy embody the universal. Yet, different than in the baroque theatricality of the colony, for 

thiss to happen it was necessary that the audience was immobilized as a passive spectatorship 

composedd of autonomous individuals each occupying a separate seat in the dark. For  reasons that I 

wil ll  clarify in chapter  six of this dissertation, only from such an enforced spectatorial passivity 

couldd the audience come to see itself reflected on the actors on stage as the embodiment of their 

'generall  will'.  Given the collapse of the ancien régime, nothing was as politicall y urgent at the time 

ass re-presenting such universality. 

Ass I argue in chapter  six of this dissertation both in Europe and America such recognition 

entailedd a whole 'politic s of exemplarity'. That is, an aestheticized politics aimed at constituting the 

nation'ss representatives into monumentalized, exemplary embodiments of the community. And on 

bothh sides of the Atlanti c such a 'politics' only temporarily succeeded in inducing the masses to 

acquiescee being represented by others, thereby giving up their  dangerous mimetic faculties. As the 

endemicc political crises that shook societies in both Europe and Latin America well into the nine-

teenthh century clearly show, periodically the republican audiences vacated the political theater  that 

wass staged for  their  benefit, thereby generating virtuall y unmanageable problems of governmental!-
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ty.. Over  time, however, something happened which crucially demarcated these different societies, 

sharplyy distinguishing the character  of modernity on one side of the Atlanti c versus the other. That 

is,, that while in Western Europe the last three decades of the nineteenth century saw a crucial trans-

itionn from 'politics' to 'biopolitics' in Foucault's sense of this term this, by and large, did not happen 

inn Latin America, and especially not in Venezuela. 

Whatt  instead happened is that the emergent South American nations, and specially those 

lik ee Venezuela or  Argentina which had played leadership roles during the wars of independence, 

tookk the theatricality that both in Europe and in America was inherent in the 'politics of exemplarity' 

off  an early republicanism to ever  more hyperbolic extremes. This meant that in the absence of any-

welll  honed 'biopolitics' , which the new-nations could ill-afford , ever  more discursive and 

iconographicc resources were invested in monumentalizing the new nation's tribunes as the only 

reliablee ground of government which, beyond mere patronage or  the sheer  use of force, under  the 

circumstancess was available. It is in this process that the initia l 'politics of exemplarity'  crystallized 

ass an enduring form of governmentality, the 'monumental'  variety which I address in this 

dissertation.. Which, by the way, also implies that Venezuela, and for  that matter, also Latin 

America,, has become frozen in an inaugural moment of modernity: the momentous accasion when 

throughh their  virtuous speech, gestures and overall bodily demeanor  a bunch of exemplary figures 

callss into being the community of the nation. If as Lacoue-Labarthe and Nancy have argued 

modernityy experiences the withdrawal of the theologico-political as the retreat of every figure of 

identificationn standing for  the community (1997:122-134), then in Venezuela such an experience is 

livedd as a chronic, catastrophic occurrence. As the nation's tribunal figures recurrently fail in their 

everr  reiterated attempts to bring about the community of the nation as a unified, seamless totality, 

thee spectacle of their  often utterly clamorous failures is endlessly recycled as part of the nation's 

politicall  lore. 

Iff  I  refer  to the monumentalization of the nation's political representatives as an enduring 

formm of governmentality this is because, from the start, it is for  the purpose of government that such 

aa monumentalization has been variously carried-out in Venezuela. Indeed, it is with the aim of con-

stitutingg Venezuela's unruly populations into the disciplined people of the republic that the 

monumentalizationn of the bodies, words, gestures and overall demeanor  of the nations' represen-
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tativess has gone on unabated since the crisis of independence. As in the foundational scene evoked 

towardss the beginning of this introduction , these disparate, unruly populations are constituted as a 

peoplee precisely by seeing themselves reflected in these representatives' monumentalized personas. 

Ass the dazzling re-presentation of what they already presumably share, i.e., their  'general will' , these 

representativess are in other  words the mirro r  where via reflection such populations congeal as a 

unifiedd community. Constituted so to speak 'après coup', such a people wil l persist in its virtuous 

existencee and behavior  as the bedrock foundation of the republic. 

Or,, at least, that is the theory, because as I also argue in the absence of any effective societal 

meanss for  keeping it enduringly immobilized as a passive spectatorship gazing at the political stage, 

suchh a republican 'people' does not cease to vacate the scenes of interpellation contrived for  its 

benefitt  ceaselessly turnin g into a threatening republican 'crowd' . And as the audience leaves the 

republicann theater  through any of the doors or  the windows available, once again the 'general will ' 

fallss into the singularity of the people's desires as everyone resumes the dangerous mimetic drif t 

fromm which they were temporaril y wrested. For  reasons that it would be too involved to give here 

butt  that I explore later  on in the dissertation, one way of accounting for  what happens is by saying 

thatt  sooner  rather  than later  the representatives wil l fall victim to the contradiction between the 

particularr  and the universal. That is, between the universal which they so pompously re-present on 

stagee and the particularisti c interests and designs to which they are necessarily beholden. 

Itt  is at such points of jarrin g discrepancy between the universal and the particular  that, not 

seeingg themselves anymore reflected as a unified collectivity in the representatives' theatrical 

personas,, the members of the audience loose interest in the republican spectacle. And, as that hap-

pens,, distracted by their  manifold desires everyone begins vacating the theater. Confronted with a 

vieww of emptying auditoriums, as the horizontal prostheses of the 'general will '  that they are the 

onlyy way that the nation's tribunes have of arresting the process is by raising up the antes. Hence 

whyy they so often turn themselves into the impossible sites for  the reconciliation of the universal 

andd the particular  by, on the one hand, engaging in the ever  more frenziedly hyperbolic monumen-

talizationn of their  public personas while, on the other, winking with their  bodies, half-voiced 

innuendoss and libidinous gestures at their  audiences singular  interests and desires. 

Al ll  of which is to say that in order  to talk about the tribunes' monumentalization as a form 
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off  govemmentality one must not forget about the dancing. By Bolivar' s 'dancing' I understand 

somethingg like a 'poetics of movement', as such not unlike the "poetry"  that the Liberator  mentions 

inn his letter  about the education of his nephew Fernando. I am loosely using the term 'poetics' here 

inn Jakobson's sense of a linguistic function focusing "on the message for  its own sake"  as a result of 

whichh the "palpabilit y of signs"  is promoted over  and above any referential values (Jakobson, 

1972:73).. So too with Bolivar' s 'dancing' which, beyond the more restricted instances of the 

activity,, I use here as a gloss for  the wide range of domains where the Liberator  seized "movement" 

almostt  objectifying it so as to render  its signs "palpable." 

Andd even if it cannot be said that it was for  its "own sake"  that the Liberator  so regularly 

seizedd movement since, in his case, politics was never  too far  from his mind, nevertheless there was 

aa certain contrived artistr y in how he went about doing just that. Not only was Bolivar  a frenetic 

dancer;;  he also outdid his men in swimming, taming horses, serially seducing, or  just in the sheer 

physicall  endurance of his small, wiry body. So much so that he gained the epithet of 'General iron-

arse''  among his men precisely on account of the unbelievably long stretches of time that he 

managedd too remain in the saddle. It is hard to escape the impression that in all of these instances it 

wass to some extent for  its "own sake"  that the Liberator  seized one or  another  activity decomposing 

itt  into its bare repetitive movements so as to better  master  it. 

Al ll  of this would be true even if some ulterior  goal was always at stake. This because given 

thee intense derealizations and dizzying mobility of his times no such goal was easily achievable 

unlesss one developed some kind of artistr y with movement. Hence Bolivar' s 'dancing' which as a 

'poetics''  or  a "poetry of movement"  gave some kind of manic "grace and fluency"  to his person. It 

thuss allowed him as the tribunal prosthesis that he was to slow down the dispersion of the general 

wil ll  by keeping for  as long as possible everyone's attention focused on his monumentalized yet 

dancingg persona. A tight balancing act between the particular  and the universal, the Liberator' s 

tribunall  performance as prosthesis of the 'general will '  combined his ever  more monumentalized 

personaa and his agonistic, 'dancing performance' in the ultimately doomed attempt to keep his 

audiencee assembled as a republican people. 

Inn this regard Bolivar  was the precursor  of those 'dancing Jacobins' that give titl e to this 

dissertation.. Not surprisingly since, much like them, Bolivar' s agonistic performance was a kind of 
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protopopulistt  act formed in response to the intensely mobile, delocalized world that came about in 

thee wake of the king's untimely disappearance. A way in other  words of tryin g to keep the 

postcoloniall  crowds that were released by the colony's crumbling sociality somehow collected as a 

people.. Which is why even though most experts talk of populism as an early twentieth century 

phenomena,, in this dissertation I argue that a 'proto-populism' of sorts is itself constitutive of Latin 

America'ss modernity from the moment of independence. It is the obverse, seemingly seamless, 

mirror-lik ee reflection of a reverse, chaotic sociality that was released with the demise of the 

monarchyy some two hundred years ago. A sociality, I might add, that up to mis day has never  quite 

settledd into anything lik e a predictably patterned social universe. Hence Venezuela's and the conti-

nent'ss constitutive populism and the sheer  agonistic performance of its 'dancing Jacobins'.5 

Yett  performing as they do at the same horizontal'  level as the 'general will' , for  reasons that 

II  wil l clarif y later  such frenzied performances wil l eventually fail, the dancers invariably overcome 

byy a spectacle of emptying auditoriums as the republican 'people' once again turns into a formless 

republicann 'crowd' . Hence why Bolivar  invested so much energies during his own lifetime in 

monumentalizingg himself as a Rousseauan 'Great Legislator, this before he was retrospectively 

constitutedd as such by the Bolivar  cult which developed many years after  his death in the 1880s. 

Althoughh much lik e Rousseau's, after  which it was modeled, Bolivar' s theological flight into 

transcendencee also eventually fails, its significance is that by monumentalizing himself as a 'vertical 

prosthesiss of the 'general will '  he preserved himself for  posterity as a reservoir  of transcendence that 

'returns''  every time the community of the nation is about to explode into myriad disparate 

fragments.. In its awesome performative force, the legislating act whereby in its "return "  as the 

emblematicc figure of the community's unity and sovereignty once again Bolivar  brings the entire 

nationn into being is religious through and through. In this respect some kind of "religiou s 

nationalism""  may be said to have been there all along, even if the secularist narratives of the 

Enlightenmentt  have kept it from view until recently when their  loosening grip on the imagination 

hass made it possible to entertain the possibility of such canonical opposites like 'religion' and 'nati-

5.. Even if I extend its validity to a much wider time frame than that considered by the author, nevertheless Laclau's 
mostt recent interpretation of populism has decisively inflected my own approach to this socio-political phenomenon 
throughoutt this dissertation (1987:25-38). 
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onalism''  (van der  Veer, 1994:X, 1-25) or, for  that matter, 'religion and the media' (de Vries, 2001:3-

42)) belonging together. In the case of Latin America 'religion' , 'nationalism' and the 'media' were 

indeedd there all along as some unlikely yet powerful trinit y presiding over  the continent's intensely 

mediatized,, spectacularly populist beginnings. This dissertation explores these beginnings as well 

ass the "magical realism"  of what has actually happened. 


